
I. The immediate Causes of the War: July Crisis (1914)
1. Calm at the beginning of the year, optimism that war wouldn’t happen
2. The shooting of the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne (Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand) and his wife by a nineteen year old terrorist broke the peace.
3. The terrorist was Serbian, and their unclear aim was to unify all Slavs from 

the Austro-Hungarian Empire in to a greater Serbia
a) unclear how involved the Serbian government was involved

4. Austrian government saw its chance to crush Serbia, though they did hesitate
5. They needed assurance that Germany would assist them because Russia 

would fight with the Serbians
6. Austria-Hungary sent an ultimatum to Serbia (after the Germans agreed to 

support them) which had unacceptable terms
7. Austria-Hungary then proceeded to bombard Belgrade.
8. Russians ordered mobilization, and the Third Balkan war began, Serbia & 

Russia vs. Austria-Hungary
9. Germany demanded that France remained neutral, and France responded 

they would act in their “own interests”, and Germany declared war  on France
10.Germany planned to swiftly take out France, by going through Belgum, but if 

they did this then Britain would get involved
a) Germany went for it anyway

11.The Great War began
II. What was the contribution of each of the European powers during the July Crisis to 

the outbreak of war?
A. Germany

1. Kaiser encouraged Austro-Hungarians to attack Serbia, but predicted that 
another Balkans war, not on that would spread throughout Europe

2. Germany believed in a united front of Germany and Austria-Hungary
3. Motives of Germany drawing the powers into war:

a) To support Austria-Hungary
b) Prevent itself & Austria-Hungary to be crushed by entente powers
c) Russia’s military modernizations were increasing the country’s potential for 

mobilization
d) Germany’s Generals believed it was a favorable time for Germany to go to 

war
e) War would provide good distraction, and unifying effects would overcome 

domestic problems in Germany
f) War would improve the popularity of the Kaiser

4. Russia ordered mobilization, Germany had to draw in the French
5. Germany’s responsibility for starting the war:

a) Urging Austria-Hungary on with the ‘blank cheque’
b) Declaring War on Russia 1 August
c) Violating Belgian neutrality
d) Invading France
e) Bringing Britain into the conflict.

B. Austria-Hungary
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1. determined to respond to the Sarajevo incident (where Archduke Ferdinand 
was assassinated)

2. Their contribution to the outbreak of the war:
a) Exaggerated the potential threat of Serbia and was determined to make 

war
b) Delayed responding to the assassination, which contributed to the 

development of the July Crisis
c) Declared war on Serbia on 28 July, for 5 days after the delivery of the 

ultimatum (which in any case had a time limit of only 48 hours)
d) Refused to halt its military actions even though negotiations with Russia 

were scheduled for 30 July
C. Russia

1. Russian Foreign Minister was in the ultimatum to Serbia a ‘European War’
2. Determined to take a firm stand

a) he believed that Germans had seen weakness in Russia’s previous 
responses to Balkan cause

3. Generals ordered full mobilization
4. Russia’s contribution to the war

a) Didn’t try to restrain Serbian nationalism, which was likely to lead to 
Balkan instability

b) Supported Serbia, may have caused Serbia to reject the Ultimatum
c) Mobilized, triggering the European war

D. France
1. Government was hesitant to get involved in the war
2. Russia mobilized without consulting with France (who was their ally)

a) Caused Germans to declare war on France
3. France swept into the war
4. Responsibility towards the war:

a) Gave Russia assurance of support before July Crisis
E. Britain

1. divided on wether to fight Germany or not
2. Violation of Belgium neutrality gave Britain government grounds to declare 

war
3. Responsibility towards the war:

a) Should have made its position clearer during the July Crisis
III. Historiography: the causes of the Great War

1. Responsibility for causing the war was placed on the Central Powers by the 
Versailles settlement in 1919.

2. Germany was going to be given most of the blame for starting the war, but 
german officials prepared 40 volumes of documents that supported that all of 
the belligerent states were to blame

B. S.B. Fay and H.E. Barnes (2 american historians) supported the revisionist 
arguments that other countries other than Germany were just as responsible for 
the war as Germany was, or more so.
1. H.E. Barnes thought that France, Russia and Serbia were at fault for the 

war
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a) He thought that Austria-Hungary were less responsible, and Germany, and 
GB. Though that the Franco-Russian alliance was an offensive alliance.
(1) Our perspective was that it was really to balance the power
(2) The underlying factors of the alliance might have been actually 

offensive, to gain those lands that each respectively wanted
2. Argued that the Franco-Russian alliance had became offensive, and their joint 

plans caused them to achieve their goal in seizing Dardanelles Straits,
(1) Dardanelles would give Russia access to the Mediterranean

b) Thought that France and Russia wanted
(1) France wanted Alsace-Lorraine
(2) Russia wanted the Dardanelles

3. Italian historian Luigi Albertini responded to this idea in that the 
responsibility actually went to Austria-Hungary and Germany
a) Austria for the ultimatum to Serbia, Germany for demanding localized war
b) Thought Germany was to blame and Britain couldn’t have remained 

neutral in the war
c) Thought that Germany was naïve to issue the blanque cheque.

(1) He said that Germany did it to get Russia to back down again
(a) 1st time was in Bulgaria

d) Once Germany committed to Austria-Hungary, they couldn’t back down 
when the Russians didn’t back down

e) Anti-Revisionist thinking
C. Fritz Fischer

1. His arguments forced responsibility on Germany
2. found a document that was written after the war had started that showed 

Germany’s aims for domination throughout Europe.
3. His argument is persuasive, and explains why the war began
4. Fischer’s argument has been criticized by:

a) he argues ‘backwards’ from the German ‘september war aims’, limited 
evidence to prove Germany had specific expansionist aims prior to 
September 1914
(1) Germany is documented to want to dominate

b) Ruling elite wanted war
c) Consolidate power at home & to deal with socialism
d) December War Council of 1912, is limited evidence in that its importance 

is debatable because the imperial Chancellor wan’t present
(1) German military got together and came up with a plan

e) he thinks that the domestic crisis in Germany is central to why the war was 
triggered, however, it was dismissed as a solution to the rise of socialism

f) Could be argued that German policy lacked coherency in the rise of 
socialism

g) He focused too much on Germany, and neglects his role played on other 
powers

D. After Fischer
1. Historians continue to debate degree of German responsibility
2. Everyone was Imperializing at the time, it wasn't only Germany
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3. Conservative historians reject Fischer’s view
4. War council didn’t have much precedence because the Chancellor wasn’t 

there.
5. Majority of Historians think that Germany played pivotal role in events that led 

to war through their Weltpolitik and role in July Crisis
E. John Keegan

1. Military historian
2. focuses on July Crisis (July 31st 1914)
3. thought that war wasn’t inevitable
4. thought that the war started because of the independence ad cooperation 

necessary for the European economy, plus royal, intellectual, and religious 
links between the nations.

5. Also thought that if nations acted immediately, that the war might have been 
localized

6. Thought that there was a lack off communication during the July Crisis
7. Crisis followed the expiration of the ultimatum in Serbia
8. Different nations had different goals with Serbia
9. The Kaiser had many advisors, that took him time
10.The Ultimatum

a) Physiologically doesn’t add communication
b) Didn’t give ‘wiggle room’

F. James Joll (marxist)
1. Thought that capitalism was to blame for WWI

a) Personal Reasons
(1) Imperialism/Expansionism

(a) A nation wants to imperialize for more resources, markets, and 
power

(b) All leading to Capitalism
(2) War plans: militarism

b) Impersonal Reasons
(1) Anarchy

(a) Young Turks
(b) France, division of government
(c) Great Britain, should parliament step in or not?
(d) Russia, Instead of partially mobilizing, they fully mobilized

(2) Calculated decisions
(a) economics

2. attempted to link impersonal forces, that were beyond the influence of the 
government, a leader, or regime

3. Explains that the outbreak in war was due to the decision the political leaders 
made in 1914, and argues that the factors were shaped by impersonal 
factors, limiting the leaders before the final days of the crisis

4. Many historians forget to add the impersonal reasons for the war, focusing on 
the imperialist and the capitalist reasons

G. Niall Ferguson
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1. Suggests that Germany was moving away from militaristic outlook prior to 
WWI, and highlights the increasing influence of the Social Democratic Party 
there.

2. He sees that the Socialist party was gaining popularity, and that Britain was 
mainly at fault for starting the war, when they “misinterpreted” German 
ambitions and decided to act to impede German expansionism.

3. Doesn’t see the war as inevitable, despite forces on militarism, imperialism, 
and secret diplomacy.

I. World War I – 1914-1918 (1919: treaty took effect in 1919)
A. “The Great War”

1. or “The War to End All Wars”
a) most people thought that the war (when it broke out) that it was 

going to be a short war (over by christmas)
(1) because there’s a tremendous amount of nationalism in the people
(2) and because Germany is very pessimistic before the war began

(a) Germany was in a two front war
b) Fronts

(1) Western - Fr, Ger, GB, Belgium
(a) Belgians fought with tooth and nail, fought back after invaded
(b) Germans kept occupation to protect their supply lines

(2) Eastern - Russia, A-H, Ger, Bulgaria
(3) Diversionary - Middle East, Balkans, Italy

2. Armistice: temporary cease fire
a) made to allow the diplomates and peace conference to take place
b) Armistice was signed at 11/11/1918, meant to be signed at the 11th hour, 

but difficulties didn’t allow it to.
c) WWI Ended 11/11/1918

3. Meant to have pace reign, and war to end
B. USA

1. 1914-1916 - ‘Stalemate’ => The US is maintaining isolation
a) However, we are fighting in Mexico to find Poncho Villa, by general Black 

Jack
b) 1917-1918 the US was in WWI

(1) because of the Zimmerman telegram
c) We’re in war for about 10 months

C. 1917 – “Turning Point” of the War
1. French Army begins Mutiny (through inaction)

a) refused to fight, didn’t want to fight anymore (or on the front lines) because 
the war was becoming pointless

b) 300-400 frenchmen were court marshaled
c) leads to problems in moral (“why are we fighting?”)

2. Russia signs the treaty of Brest-Litovsk
a) Russia withdraws from WWI
b) there was a communist revolution (October Revolution)
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c) Communist revolution of 1917/October Revolution (real name)/Bolshevik 
Revolution

d) a civil war in ways
(1) Revolution is a radical change in the way things are done, while civil 

is just for control to keep the status quo
e) Czar Nicholas II steps down, and provisional government takes his place 

and signs the treaty to withdraw from WWI
f) This provisional government is toppled over
g) Lenin emerges as the leader of Bolshevik Russia
h) Germany agreed to the treaty because all of the land that Russia had 

taken now goes to Germany
3. Germany - 1917

a) starting to starve, because of the success of the allied blockade
b) Europe at this point is about to collapse and implode

4. USA Enters WWI (saves the war)
a) Fresh Troops – Referred to as ‘dough boys’
b) Morale boosted
c) Factories (military industrial complex), increase in supplies
d) America is a bit of hypocrites, because they passed the neutrality treaty, 

but then goes to war. But as things progressed and the possibility of 
Mexico working with Germany.

e) Wilson (pres. at the time) uses moral diplomacy, and is expected, the right 
thing to do before was to keep to themselves, but as the war drags on and 
innocent people get killed, we should do something about it.

5. Causes of the US entering the war - take US from neutrality to war
a) Unrestricted U-boat warfare

(1) US was trading with everyone
(2) Britain stopped US ships from trading with Germany, but still trading 

with GB, so it looks like US is only trading w/ GB
(3) Germans declare that they will attack all ships heading to GB from US
(4) so US sends all of the merchant ships together (convoy), so that if 

some are sunk, many still make it, and send destroyers which are fast 
and are built to attack U-boats

b) Lusitania
(1) passenger ship (cruise ship)
(2) Germany attacks the ship, and 128 Americans die (innocent people)
(3) Germany had reason to believe that military supplies were on the 

ships
(4) German spies infiltrated the US and notified German forces that US 

supplies were on the ship.
(5) Yellow Journalism/Propaganda vilifies Germany
(6) The boat was however carrying supplies

c) Zimmerman Telegram
(1) Germans realizing that Americans are angry and going to enter the 

war. and that they can’t win if the US joins, so they decided to create 
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a diversion, and telegraphs President of Mexico, is intercepted by GB, 
and sent to the US.

(2) It was an indentation to Mexico to join Germany and attack the US, 
and give Mexico CA, NV, CO, UT, WY, OK, etc.

(3) American-Mexican relations at this time were good, US prompted up 
a gov. that the Mexican people aren’t happy with,

D. Phases of the War
1. 1914-1916 ⇒ ‘stalemate’
2. 1917-1918⇒ Allied victory/triple entrant

E. Theaters of War
1. Western Front

a) Race to the Sea
(1) Germany and France tried to outflank each other to the sea.
(2) The battle for the outflanking of the enemy prolonged the war

b) France and Germany, 300 mile front, from the English Channel to the 
Swiss Alps, predominantly in France and Belgium
(1) Need lots of people to man this front

2. Eastern Front
a) Russia

(1) More devastating because they use more civilians
3. Diversionary Fronts

a) Balkans
b) Italy
c) Middle East

F. Technology
1. Tanks

a) Created to cross tenches.
2. Submarines

a) Powered by Diesel
3. Chemical Warfare
4. War Aircraft

a) First used for scouting
b) Grenades & Bombing
c) Pistols/Riffles
d) Mounted Machine Gun
e) Gunner & Pilot
f) Bombers

5. Machine Guns
6. Grenades

II. Schleifflen Plan
A. German plan to invade France
B. Failure

1. Belgium Resistance – 2 weeks
2. Russia mobilizes quickly
3. Because the 1839 Treaty of London was broken, GB supports Belgium
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a) GB thought that Germany was a rising power, and sought to squash 
Germany while they could

4. von Moltke – Does not divert needed number of troops to France
a) Did this to protect from Russia
b) being cautious

5. German supply lines overextended
a) weren’t prepared to supply an army so far away
b) also need to worry about fuel

III. Key Battles
A. Battle of the Marne – September 1914

1. ‘Miracle at the Marne’ 
a) ability to stop German advance
b) used taxis

2. French ask anyone who owns a vehicle to drive their soldiers back into 
France, and it works! French hold the Germans off 50 miles

3. Paris Taxis used to transport troops to German front.
4. The Marne is a river
5. Paris is defended

B. Battle of Stalemate - 1915
1. Trench Warfare
2. British > Nueve Chapelle & Loos
3. France > Artois & Champeane

a) Try to attack and drive Germans out of their trenches, and fail
4. Warfare has changed from running towards each other, to more defensive

a) Military tactics no longer work, tec. has made old tactics obsolete
b) tec. has changed warfare

C. 1st Battle of Ypre
1. Germans try to advance

D. 2nd Battle of Ypre
1. poison gas is used for the first time

E. 1916 - Verdun & Somme
1. Both fail because of the tec and strategy
2. Verdun

a) Offensive by Germans on French fortress village
(1) fortress village is a village that would surround the castle, within the 

walls though
b) French General Henri Petain said “they shall not pass”

(1) French lose 315,000 men
c) French counterattack, Germany lose 280,000

3. Somme
a) July-September 1916
b) Goals, to relieve pressure at Verdun & prevent Germany from reenforcing 

the eastern front
c) 1st battle

(1) GB has largest artillery brigade in history, then use infantry to take 
over
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(2) Germany dug tunnels under their artillery and made them fall
(3) Failed by GB

d) 2nd battle
(1) Tanks used for first time by GB
(2) breakthrough failed, allies gained about 3 miles though

e) 1,000,000 people are dead from the Somme
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